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OVERSEAS DRIVERS’ LICENCES 
Statement by Minister Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah - Minister Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) 
[9.03 am]:  As of this week, tough new rules will apply to residents who wish to transfer their overseas driver’s 
licence to obtain a Western Australian licence.  Until now, most people who held an overseas licence could 
simply transfer to a Western Australian licence without having to prove they could even drive a vehicle.  This 
really was an unacceptable situation and as soon as it was brought to my attention I was able to fix it.  I think we 
can notch this up as another victory for the Carpenter government! 
What these new measures will mean is that residents holding an overseas driver’s licence from countries not on 
the exempt list will now have to pass a practical driving assessment as well as a theory test before being granted 
a Western Australian licence.  These strict new rules apply to car and motorcycle licences issued by countries 
other than the 23 countries that are officially recognised as meeting certain minimum standards, including New 
Zealand, the United States, Canada, Japan, Singapore and most European Union member countries.  Countries 
are included on the list only if they have applied to be recognised for this purpose and if their licensing standards 
and the integrity of their licensing system are deemed to be of a high standard.  The omission of countries from 
this list is no reflection whatsoever on the citizens of those countries.  We are more than happy to welcome 
citizens of many of those countries into our vibrant, multicultural community.  Indeed, we are honoured and 
privileged to have them here, but we are not necessarily as eager to honour their drivers’ licences.  It is widely 
acknowledged that in many countries around the world the standards for obtaining a licence are very poor; 
indeed in some places, licence trafficking is rife.  These new standards will ensure that Western Australian roads 
are safer and will also act as an added security measure for the community, since licences are a key form of 
identification. 
The Western Australian government is a signatory to a national standard on the recognition of overseas licences 
and this announcement brings the state into line with the rest of Australia.  The recent state budget has provided 
additional resources in the form of six new assessors brought on to ensure that we can enforce these new rules.  
The Carpenter government is about making Western Australia a better place in which to live, and it is about 
making sure our roads and our communities are safe for everybody.   
 


